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ROLLINS COLLEGE

lIBFORl\NDill-!
R. s. Wolfe
Secretary of the Faculty

FR01vr :

'ro:

March 20, 1969

A.11 Faculty

SUBJECT:

Special Faculty Meeting

A special meeting of the Faculty tooonsider the report of the
Committee studying the visitation bill will be held Monday, March 31, at
4:20 p.m. in Crummer Auditorium.

The date is changed from l"1a rch 2Li, since the special Corrrrnittee
will not have its report ready at the earlier date.
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Minutes record~d by Juanita Kilgore.

.;-

----MINUTES--SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON VISITATION
The Special Committee on Campus Visitation met March
25, 1969 in Room 213, Crurnmer. This, the second meeting waa
called to order at 2:00 p.m.
Committee members p~esent were Dr. Peter Bonnell, Dr.
Bruce Wavell, Dr. Carol Burnett, Dr. David Epley, Miss Virginia
Mack and a second group of students, Fred Tone, Tom duPont, Jeff
Wenham, Claude Chevalier, Kim Kramer, George Draper, A. (Stacey)
Margonis, Roy Caffrey, Robert Glass, Ste~ha.nie Barnhill, Sue
Williams, Marnie Grimes, Chira Kirkland, Julie Frank. Mimi Hooker,
Debby Ebney. Absent were Lolly Hopeon and Mary Ann Foniri due
to cl.ass and student teaching
engagement.
.
.
D:r;,. Bonnell opened the meeting by calling the roll for
the members present. He then :.t1eviewed the events leading up to
the meeting taking place at this time. His first questi<;>nt as
wa$ asked· in the · pt"evious maeting was: ''What, in your opinion,
are the main a~guments in suppoFt of the Visitation Plan which
was submitt-ed to the Faculty for its a.ppli>oval1" A. (Staeey)
Margaronie, the ma:J.n speaker.- for -th group, answered by saying
the main arguments were to regula!l;\iZe visitation bet-ween the·
sexes and to giwt them some plao:e to meet where th~y oould "study"
and nget to know and understand $aeh other better.« Eaoh House
was to have the privilege of regulating 'their own rules. The- extension of privileges is actually th-e · main object. As the visitation hours are eonstrooted at the present time the students are
not able to come to a "mature ianderstandingn of eaoh othav, Only
fo\lr (4) hours have been allowed in the past. Each sorority,
fraternity and/or independent hQUse would have to have two ...thirds
of a vote to gain their own regulations, hours, eta.

Dr. Epley asked if there was anything furthe:r- to be. said
oonoeming this question. A student answered by saying that 0 Stacey's"
Bill was . not in keeping with the Rollins traditio~. It would, however, extend horizons and maturity and would be acceptable to have
open houses but not different from those alt'eady in -e xis'tenoe. All

centered on one point.
A student asked why this wasn't put into effect before the
The answer oame as ttResident Heads w•re not in favor of
daily visits,n Some Houses want daily visits while others want an
extensio~ 0f time visitation. Another student claimed that bei~g
in classes Monday through Friday, they want to tJe-oampus the student
body--have social functions on oampus instead of going to beaohea,
off-oampue apartments, etc. which .many are now doing · due to the
fact they have no one to study with, -talk to, .•.• The living ?'ooms
in the v-a rious Houses a~e not oonduoive to discussions and studies
with members of the opposite ~ex. The th9ught, apQa.l'$ntly is that
with daily visitation no specialpr~parations woula have 'lto Ee made ......
it would be taken as a matter of oours~. As it is now, when the~e
is the privilege of visitation, muoh p~eparatio~ is made due to a
''partying atmorsphere. t1

House.

Dr. Wavell mentioned that there should b~ visitation
for everyone--freshmen, sophomores, juniors and eeniors ... -there
can be no rQles but on the other hand should there be a distinction between the upperclassmen and the freshmen. A. (Stacey)
Margonis said there was a confusion on the hour range but there
would l:>e a definite guideline such as 10e30 a,m.
10:llS p.m.
and on weekends through to l2i4S p.m. As it is now the hours
are from 7t00 p.m. to l0:00 p.m.

to

Dr, Bonnell asked if the Visitation Bill were to be
passed for an experimental period should anything in the Bill be
changed or modified in any way. "Stacey" Marg.o nis said the
Committee should consider the visitation bill until the end of
the year instead of May 8th and ahould review it next September.
The Resident Heads, along with the Faculty and all conce~n~d
should evaluate the "trial periocP' and extend the temn of the
trial period until at least the end of May inasmuch ae the· date .
set of May 8th would be too ahort a time to be able to oome up
with a true evaluation. As far as the legality of the action is
conoerned--this would have to be taken up with Mr. Trismen, attorney for the Student Council. As far as statutory rape is con~
oerned, aCQOrding to "Stacey", this is strietly against the
Student Code plus the fact that the pe:r>son or pereOn$ involved
would be viola-ting the law. If anyone breaks this rule, he condemns himself. Visitation will not open up the gates to statutory rape. It is . going on all over the campus any--aoeording to
11
Staeeyt1 • As far as the Student Government having the final. say
as to eonduet is oonoerned--anyone can refer the cases to the
Lower Court which oan be appealed to the Faoulty Court and then
to the Court of Trustees. House Councils have the original jurisdiction. Eaeh dormitory and/or House shall detet1mine its own
rules. In serious oases the Lower Court shall take over.
Dr. Burnett stated that with a September 11 tr,ia.l period n
the faoulty would be placed in "limbo" ae the major part of the
faculty would be off campus and could not re-evaluate or even
evaluate the proposition put befor-e them. A student elaimed that
visitation should be put into sffeot until suoh time as a 11e-evalua ...
tion was made. The same student said that requests for reports
of the progress a:n.d/or problems of the Visitation Bill could be
made before the end of the te:r>m. George Draper explained that a
"trial periodtt up to May 8th would prove as satisfactory as one
up to the end of May--a few weeks not making that muoh difference.
A representative of one of the sororities claimed her House was
~gainst it due to the laek of privacy which would automatieally
take place. A male student said that all Rollins College would
be going to 11 eye" the situation and that an immediate r>eview $hould
be made and decide what is to be changed. Six weeks should be
adequate. Another male student thinks the summer is too long a
period of time to hold this in abey~9e, Both Geor~e D~apar
and a female student stated that waiting the three · months over
the summer was meaningless and the sooner a decision was made,
the better it would be.
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"Stacey" replied that if the Faculty Committee finds
it expedient to evaluate the proposition at the end of the term,
information should be given to ~he incoming students (freshmen)
and then N-studied. ·
·
Dr. Burnett asked why this could not wait until September to even attempt the ehange. ''Stacey" asked why the tttrial
period!' oould not be extended until next term--if this period of
tr.ial is too aho~ to determine all the prell>lems, why not exten<l it -w1til next October. An Independent female studefl"t thought
it was a good idea and have the new freehmen form the.it' own ob:..
j ective views. Tom duPont, the_- only ma.le other than George Draper
who would eount.eract the statements by A~ ustaoey" Margonis,
said tha't the pe:r-iod to May 8th wa.s not adequate but you cannot
let a Bill go through as it is. You have to specify length of
time and then have a review. A lot of houses are not likely to
go along with it as it is. 0 Staoey's 1• _ answer was that a ¥'@View
can repeal visitation. There a:re n-o dif'fioulties with the date-it could be wo1>ded to say n;reservea the t"ight to propose legisla ....
tic:,n. 11 Dr~ Wavell a.eked what had been done about having a· ttsound"
oase on visitation verisus nen ... visitati.on. Trial and er~or does
no:-t work out. First det$rnu,ne if the idea is eounc;l then changes
oan be made, should be properly thought out so that thet-e are
no wo~i-ies. in the future t There is · no agreement 0n °sound" principle.
·
Dr. Wavell a,lso said ther~ aN) tnany principles and praot ices invol ve-d in change • Do we approve ••• The f ·a oul ty accepted

the possih>ility ox ohange ... -ther~ -would be an enormous lQQSening
~f principles. Everyone should have as much freedom as poseible~faoulty, students, live their own live·s , make theil:' own riules .......
would it oause p~oblems for others, though.
A :representative of one of the sororities asked how
could a guarantee be made to oont;iol the entrance of males in
the various Houses. ot course, "Staceyu replied with a possible
"sign-in and sign-outt1 p:t"-ooeduI"e. No male was to be brought in
unless e-s oorted by a female of that Hou-se. Dr. Wavell suggested
a combination of looks on doox,s. Dr. Wavell. then b-Vought out the
possibili'ty of legal problems en campus. People from· outside
a~eas oould ente~. There could; how•ver, be Qne lock fo~ w~men
after 10:00 p.m.-...other look for gen.et-al -purpo$es. Then there
is the p--roblem of too .many keys on eampus and too many lost. One
combination for all oampus people. This suggestion was made to

alleviate 0 spuivious" thoughts. Polioing of -the oampus at the
present time is inadequate and _it is therefore easy for pe-ople to
enter and e-xit Houaes. Mr. Trisman raise.d the question of a
girl being injured whereby parents oan sue the oollege and olaim

negligen-e e due to all precautions not being taken. On.e female
student a.aid t'he Houee ahe lived in was open all day. "Staoeytt
said there was no way to automatically "flash a. gr-e$,n light''
fori outsider>s to get in, He made the suggestion that an ttapartment systemrr :be pt.1t in effect--press a button .fl:'!om downstairs
and talk to those inside, A :representative of anothe:ri soXIO~ity

......\.

thought this P.A." system would be extremely costly for Rollins
along with the changing of so many loeks and the addition of new
ones. Dr. Wavell said there would possibly have to be an increase
in the College Police Foroe, which would be· costly. Tom duPont
stated that the Student Body is as criminally minded as "off-campus"
people and they have mre accessibility for thiewery, etc. A
representative of the Independent women said maids and maintenance
personnel were in and out of their buildings all the time and the
doors were not locked, therefore they could easily rob the rooms.
Another female student said that the maids always escorted the
maintenance men and stayed with them until they departed. However, articles have been stolen including furniture. Each representative of each sorority felt it was not practical to have
to be fully dressed to walk. down the hall or to have to knock on
doors at olosing time. It is noisy enough with just girls around
when trying to study but it is a familiar and pleasant noise but
there is aonsidal'."able more noise when the boys are around. 0 Staoey"
still claims there won't be problems about knocking on doors as
everyone hcts to be called at closing time. If a strange man is
around a warning should be made. George Draper asked· if any
individual would be able to go upstairs unescorted. "Stacey"
stated the Bill could not be changed but he is making some suggestions. The hostess is to esoort the male guest in and upstairs.
11

"Stacey" was in touch with both deans and relied on
the deans to keep informed about the legality of the Bill, He
said he spoke to Dean Hicks who also mentioned legal problems and
they studied the college rules but nothing further was mentioned
the following weeks. · The consensus of opinion for- all the sororities represented was that the idea was impractical and were not
in favor" of it.
Dr. Wavell saiQ that a major change should always be checked
with the college attorney. One gii,1 asked if the visitation change
would affeot the hours for the doors to be locked. Dr. Wavell said
we have problems now-.. "Will it get worse?" A sorority representative said that due to 0 outsidei' 0 Rollins students or not, convet-sation would be stilted when discussing a possible pledge, or something
of the l<:ind. Dr. Bonnell asked what the most important rejection
as far as the girls were concerned. Several answered by sta~ing
that this was the xiesponsibility of sorority sisters to have consideration for others. Al$o, Chapter meetings were held. Again,
"Stacey 0 replied that all Cbapter;,s have meetings about the same
evening not everyone would he at the residence halls at the same
time and people from other Houses of the same so-x wandering in
and out should be advised of what hours they will be accepted. A
representative of one of the fraternities said that there were
meetings at all Houses and no one was welcome from the outside at
those times. If you leave thie to singular male's fo~titude-seme can or would remain until 12:00 p.m. who would there be to enforce the rule'l "Stacey" said if someone remained overtime he could
be turned in by anyone and he would be taking the ohanoe of being
caught by the RA. Tom duPont asked what kind of polioing was
s~ggested and again, nstacey" said each House seleot one on either
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a weekly or daily basie to police his or her partioula.r area.
Tom duPont said this could cause an unequalness of punishment
and then would could be done. "Stacey's" answer Wa$ the Houee
Council was to a.at. Dr. Bu:r;>nett oame out with the statement,
"Stacey, I get the feeling that you feel you oould have wt"i tten
a stronger Bill and if you had the chance. to l'6Vise it you would
have done so.n "Stacey's" response was, 0 I cannot talk$ care of
all problems, I am willing to be of assistance to all who ask
for it, I do not want to have to take all the responsibility."
Dr. Burnett added, "I would have arranged to have seminars on
this if it had been feasible.
·

The disoussion $.hifted to problems , enforcement, the
ramifioations and a sorority sistett said there shol.lld be l:'egular
confer~m-a ee.
Dr. Wavell. said the "trial period" needed justifioation
and it was up to the individuals to give more thought to the
whole idea. Psyohology was needed. Dr. Epley asked what adjustments to the Bill would be acceptable. A representative of
the s-ororitiee said this would o~ate problems on the_girl-ts
side of the campus. Tom duPont stated he dis~gre-e s with the
idea of desegregation of the sexea. The representative of a
sorority said her House rejects the whole idea--others, of course,
oan do as they please. . One representative of a sororf ty said she,
like many others e>f her age. although they objected to so many rules
and :regulations., the college rules · made her feel secure and as
though she were really cared for. In spite of the faat that the
rules could be. tiresome and objectionable in part, she felt that
they would be very much appreciated at a later date.

Dr. Bonnell asked the above mentioned student if the
Bill was ohanged would it make a difference in being aooepted.

The
answer was "No." Dr. Bonnell brought Up the sub;jeot of par-ental
opinion and asked if parents had been notified or asked. "Stacey"
again replied, nAs far as I am conoerned--we have a change over every
year--in a period of two years some parents will not be - involved."
Dr. Wavell said if 99.+ parents were against it, there would be
varying effects as to Fund Raising, Admissions, Parents. A lead
should be taken from parental attitudes~ "Stacey" said he dis ...
cussed this with people involved in planning this. Visitation
affects them. He mentioned Stonebrook•s ooncensus regarding student
11
legislation and students having to take their own view.
Staaey'sH
opinion this could all be worked out with the Student Government~
The _gi~l students olaimed that parents have to be taken into consideration as they have control over their ohildren until the age
of 21, and therefore should be asked for their reactions.
·

In

Dr. Bonnell then asked what other colleges had this plan
in effect and how has it worked. Dr. Wavell then stated that if
matu~ity is to be discussed the thought that making decisions
involves the oommunity, the professors, the trustees; etc. You
can't say if these things do add to the b@tterment--judge how much
and how. You oan 1 t be , a law unto yourself. What kind ef students
do we want? What about withdrawals? There are all relevant
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questions that must be answered. "Staoey" said as far as the
Admissions policy is concerned--we have a selective clientele
coming here due to Rollins' tradition. He (Stacey) has a list
of several hundred sohools, some more open--some more olosed but
none have any significant loss in admissions.. Dr. Wavell asked what
the answer to this was an.d "Stacey" said it may be due to the social
class we have here at Rollins. Tom duPont asked if in this list
were some more liberal than the set-up here now. Both "Stacey"
and •rom agreed on one· point that the hour ranges were higher in
other schools but most have a larger scale
50% had autonomous
rules. Dr. Wavell said the schools -to be compared should be com ...
parable to Rollins otherwise the evidenee was not relevant.
"Stacey" said t:he plans include small and large colleges. A female
student said the stru<l!ture of the building should .b e taken into consideration. Tom duPont thought a philosophical theory comparison
should be made. "Stacey" said this was not possible, A sorority
representative maintained that private ~ooms were not comfortable
for visitation and nstacey's" reply was that decisions should be
personally made and arrangements for the roommate to leave until
the guest departed. One · sorority sister said the study hours were
from 2,00 p.m .. to 6:00 ·p .m. and 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. in her
House and the reply to this was that the "qu:t.e-t: hours" would be up
to each individual House.

and

Dr. Wavell suggested that ,.Staeiey" get a list of at least
2l colleges comparable to Rollins College whioh Dean Hill would
have and get the facts on visitation which would be worth looking
into.
·
·

Dt1. Bonnell asked how othe:rs would be protected. ustaoey"
said that visitation would not go into effect if Independents did
not want it. Tom duPont asked · about the House Council ~s to how
the election would be r,m-... by wide election ox, Independents or
Greeks or Independents vs .. Greeks. A representative of a sorority
claimed no one should be $ubjeeted to this if they were not in
aejcord. Dr. Wavell asked if special housi~g for those who did not
agree and switching around in housing p:t"aotioal. "Stacey"
answered "Y8s. 11 Several girls eaid "No'' that housing facilities
were not available. 11 Stacey 1' stated that due to the physioal layout it was not practical to have separate housing. Another sorority
representative said girls could move to a different area if their
roommates were having male company most of the time but they did
not care to change roonunates if they had become olose friends just
because a boy was interfering with their own privaey.

Dr. Bonnell asked if this plan of visitation would affect
the grades of Freshmen and it was thought that the right of visitation should be oonfined to upperclassmen. Dr. Wavell also mentioned
Deferred Rush and believing the Freshmen would consider this a
"big deal" askEid again if it would interfere and/or influence
grades--drinking problems. One representative of a sorority
claimed that the Freshmen and Sophomores were oonside~ably more
liberal than the Juniors or Seniors. Tom duPont concur:red and

said it was pa~icularly detrimental a.t New Hall. He stated
that Freshmen are overwhelmed and go "hog.wild." It is impossible
to isolate yourself. 0 Staoeyt' claims that New Hall would be ideal
oue to its setup. It has been the tradi~ion to treat Freshmen
differently but that is not improving the situation. There is
laxity in all stages and for social life to interfere with their
academic work, the social life would have to be overdone. "Stacey"
also said, "I cannot see where visitation would affect social life
and/or grades--they (th~ freshmen) are new and taking on responsibiliti~s.
.
A female student said Elizabeth Hall has study rooms
available for visitation.
Dr. Wavell spoke and said 0 staoey" brought out "maturity"
at the Faculty meeting. 'rhe question now is, "Rather than hitting
Freshmen with more decisions, is it reasonable to say the student
should aoolimate- ... should they be protected?"
A female representative stated that many Freshmen women
date upperalassmen and if he can't go to her room--she goes to his.
"Stacey" then added that the tendency has been to asoribe lesser
status to Freshmen. He also said that it does not help a situation
to keep the Freshmen out ..
Another f-emale .Npresentative said she wanted to be
treated as an adult as did many of her associates and that it was
important, Dr. Wavell agreed that freedom was important and he
felt that all persona should have freedom but would this freedom
be helpful and/or detrimental to the grad·e s of the students. One
male student then commented on freshmen males not being limited on
their time. They can stay out, drink, date, etc. Their classes
did not necessarily meet every day and when they did me.et it was
necessarily all day, therefore they had all the time they wanted.
"Staoey 11 cl.aimed that any of the F:t'eshmen could date any high
school female they wanted to date as the girls from high school
would be "thrilled" to date a "college boy." A sorority sister
said it would be detrimental to girls studying. A number of the
students present etated that the majority of the students study in
their own l"ooms, Freshmen as well as the upperolass students.
Tom duPont agreed and also felt that Deferred Rush was good that
out of 16-~someone will have a girl in their room.
Miss Virginia Maok asked where do you do your atudying

and the above answer was ~gain _given.

Dr. Bonnell asked if this plan would affect in a detrimental way the fund raising for Rollins. "Stacey" replied that he.
believed he had gotten himself into some p'Ji"loblems and start•d to say,
"I think we focus on fund raising •••• 11 Tom duPont thought it would

be detl'imental due to the fact that donors offer fund$ due to our
tradition and visitation would shade them. The pres.ent visitation
under House Residents would be accepted and evaluated. irstaaey"
counteracted with funds coming from the government should be forthcoming even more and the government is not interest din our
visi·ta.tion plans. "This - is- not radioal or revolution ey. If
donors cons $1" sexual mores ••• " "Stacey'' continued, "it is the
opinion of toneybrook that students are more aware of their
personal u.pkeep, the upkeep of their rooms, personal responsibilities, more alert and more. genuine with the opposite sex .....
to understand each other with barriers withdrawn, ean set their
minds on their studies~" A female representative aid the library
is a place for study and another said $he studit!d in her own room.
Dr. Bonnell asked if 0 Staoey" would amend the plan if it
wae x,eturned to him. "Stao y" said, a little \UlSUti of himself
at this point, "The Bill cannot be changed as it is already in
but there have been points raised and suggestions could be made."
He also said there should be an "Open Committee" to provide an
open forum. Dr. Wavell explained that the existence of a committee is in a sense unfortunate. If the Bill had been properly
examined, debated, etc. by the Faculty and a committe appointed .. the faculty oannot impose on the Student Government. It should
have come from the students .. Tom duPont then ela.imed that the
Bill should be modified that i~ was poorly researched and any
change of the school policy should be very thoroughly investigated.
"Staaeyn said, "We have not resolved diffioulties-... op. n forum ......the
basio rules are important--a review in a oouple of months and to be
able to incorporate suggestions.
Dr. Wavell then commented, "You suggested--if you put
forward the Bill with certain -s afeguards, things would be different.
Even if safeguards are unneoessary, start with too many then ohip
away unnecessary ones. There is still the problem of the Rollins
College lawyer. He wants more details." "Stacey'' said they
(the safeguards) could be inoorporated in the Bill. He also said
"we" had spent two or three months on it and will spend a lot more
time on it, and put forth a Bill to include saf~guaro. p~ooedure.
Dr. Epley asked aach one if they wanted things changed
and with one exception all the female representatives · replied
individually that they wanted things just as they are now. Pr.
Wavel.l then said the faculty will have to d oide but we have to
find out how you feel. Tom duPont answePed that about 50%
want visitation and approximately 50% want the Bill sent back.
George Draper stated that it would be too muoh to ask to have
the Bill returned. It should be sent back to the Hous and reconstructed~ It is the fault of the Houses--a lack of interest.
Several girls said it should be sent back to the House in order
to obtain more information. Dr. Boz:lnell asked how the ftudents
saw the students implementing the Bill--should they be involved.
Both Dr. Wavell and Dr. Bonnell wanted to know how the students
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woulcl be checked. 11 Stacey 11 reiterated as mentioned earlier in
the meeting that each House had their own council and the RA reports
elecrted by the individual students who would be responsible to
a "pa'rticular body. 0 The . initial intention is to have a college
eval'Jation committee and that no faoulty other 'than Dean Hicks
and Dean Howden were involved. Tom duPont disagreed stating that
no cleax- method has been drawn and that a oellege evaluation committee
and the faculty should be incorporated in the deoisions made.
Dr. Wavell suggested that some sort of "body" be set up to know the
basic persons to report to. A sorority representative said
everything
was "p?'e-supposed ... -everything
should be more definite.n
.
.

Dr. Epley and Dr. Bonnell asked for the consensus of opinion,
"Visitation or not--as the Bill stands." The votes we~e as follows:
nstaoeyn--Indapendent, yes; Unaffiliated.- ...yes but with modifioationa;
Tom du.Pont (personally said no) for his House, he said Yes with
modifications; Phi Mu--no; Kappa Alpha The•a--no; Gamma Phi Beta--no;
Pi Beta Phi- ..no; Independent women- ...no {possibly with modifications).
The meeting was then adjourned at 4:46 p.m.

Minutes recorded by Audrey Dowden.

MINUTES--SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON VISITATION
The third meeting of the Special Committee on Visitation
was held on Wednesday, March 26, 1969 at 1:16 p.m. in Room 213,
Crumm.er. The following Committee member were present: Dr. Peter
Bonnell, Chairman, Dr. Bruce Wavell, Dr .. Carol Burnett, Dx-. David
Epley and Miss Virginia Mack. Student Counselors pr-ese11t weret
Patty Mccrary, Linda Long, Randy Robbins, Joanne Bur-r,oughs, Billy
Rich, Bob Wolfe, James Bi~d, Tom duPont, and Jan Zelenka, aoger
Hurlburt was absent.
·
.,

Dr. Bonnell op ned the disouasion with the first queationt , .
What in your opinion are the main recommendations in support of the
Visitation Plan which was suomitted to the faeulty for oonid,deration?
.1
He e~plained to the student counselors that the purpose of the
~;
Committee is to investigate the Visitation Plan. He stated that
/
they were the last group of students to be seen.
/
__,:,,.,,,,..
Dr. Bonnell: We would like to hear you explain th
the freshmen and your own viewpoint.

viewpoint of

James Bird: Last night we, had a meeting in New Hall so I would
have the opinion of· the majority of the building. In favor of
Visitation Plan is the faot that you would be afforded an opportunity
to study in your room with a membet- of the opposite sex, listen to
records or hc:1ve. a place to talk. Anothe:r> point--...if you ask freshmen how long they are staying here, the majoi:-ity are planning on
transferring at the end of this year or early next year • . The next
point is unless Rollins keeps up with the trend academically as
well as in social lines, how will we attract top notch students in
a mature environment where they will live as adults?
Tom duPont: This campus fails to provide anything e.xcept to sit
in the Uni.on. The~e are oth~r things that .speak ~gainst it (Visi:tation Plan), hut this is for 1t. It would orient students to the
campus.
James Bird: That means to Pely upon your own resources either in
private or with other people.
Joann Burroughs: The people who oar~ are not the ones who will
speak out fer or against. They are the shy type who will not tell
their roommates what they want.
Bob Wolfe: Is it the duty of the College to make deoisions for
roommates? The College should not say no Visitation beoause of
oon.flict between roommates.
Tom du Pont r The majority of the boys in New Hall are going to stay
here. Those transferring do so for aoademio, not social; reaso-na.

Patty McCrary:
trial pex-iod.

Something in favor of the Billie that it ia for a
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Dr. Bonnell read Question# 2, Assuming that fPeshmen
be inolu.dsd in the Bill, would the introduet:lon of an experimental
period be aoceptaole; would it be good to have that? Is modifioation of the bill needed as it stands now?
Bob Wolfe: There are bound to be complieations no matter how long
the trial period is. A t~ial period should iron out hours as far
as women wanting not to have males walk in any time.
Dr. Wavell: The Bill does propose an experimental period. Do
you anticipate what points might produce diffio~lties and where
changes ~ght have to be made?

Patty Mccrary: The oounselors for freshmen women say is it going
to he open Visitation or is it for anyone regardless of whether it
is a Rollins student? The girls would not be pleased if it is for
anyone walkinb by. Would it be a olosed Visitation limited to
college-age people?

Dr. Wavell:

Would this require sign ... in procedures?

Linda Long: In one instanoe, visiting teams here in one hall formed
a lin$
the girls had to walk through the line to get in. It
could be a problem.

and

Tom duPont,

I think the1:'e atte a multitude ·o f problems. The biggest
problem is that when people get together they don't always study
and there is bound to be a party somewhere. What do the counselors
do? How do we handle this? This imples redevelopment of the counselors' program. The pro:t>lema are "too set'iO\\S for oounselora to handle.
It is opening a Pandox,a's Box. Also, the freshmen usually go overboard early· in the year.
·
Dr. Epley: I had experience in one university -where there was Visitation. The counselors were oal1.ed. tutors. Tutor$ only entered the
room if there was noise, In this system 0 drinking was permitted in
the oorimitories.
Tom duPont:
to go by,
Bob Wolfe:

One point here is there are no _guidelines for a Qounselor
There would be ()Ver-indulgence in certain areas,

Tom duPont, One 0ther i!hing- ...with the new program of fraternity and
sorority rusht it eliminates settling-down p:roblema; visitation will
keep them wound up.
·
Bob Wolfe: The question is whether or not this is an added burden for
counselors. There is the possibility of a whole new field of problems
for oo-unselors. Jurisdiction goes to counselors.

I

-
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Dr. Wavell: The point we want to make here is th t you are free
to discuss any aspect of visitation. The last tw0 days w disouseed
pt"oblems arising from seniora $nd juniars. Now you oan tell us what
would happen to freshmen.
Joanne Burroughs: One thing is th-,.t in Elizabeth Hall• the r stroom
e.ituation could be a p:r>oblem. The men's reetroom is on the first
floor only.
Dr. Wavell:

Oould there be one on each floor fo'!' visitol'i"&?

Joanne :Surro~ghs:

That is a possibility.

Dr. Bonnell: How about freshmen parents? Do you feel that the
pax, nts of the freshmen would be more likely to object than parents
ot upp r olassmen?
Randy Robbins: I think there would be very few parents who would
clearly understand the Visitation Plan.
Dr. Bonnell: If the Bill had been presented in a m.G,:;e detailed way,.
what do you think the parents would then think?
Randy Robbins : If the Bill were appr;,oved by the school I t •h ink the
parents would think there are satisfaotory preoauti-o ns.

Dr. Bonnell·:

Dr- Wavell:

! don't think this is ne.o essat"ily true.

They have a oertain amowit of trust in the sohool,

It does mean a ehange of the rules and regulations
of the school and when the children were tirat sent
the sohool
the rules and regulations were different.

Dr, Bonnell:

t,,

Randy Robbins: I still say it i
Bill satisfactory.

up to the sohool to make this

Dr. Wavell: We are only investigating be.cause the Jill was not pre.
pared in prop r form. The Lower House did not look i!lto all the ·

aspects properly.

Billy Rich: There are very few freshmen who really know all the
pros and oona. They haven•t . gone into the restriotions and aspects.
Bob Wolfe:
Dr. Wavell:

I believ

there was a poll of freshmen parents.

We have the re·sults of the poll.

Dr. Bonnell: The next question is: To your knowledge, in those
colleges that are comparable to ours and which have viaitat!on
hours, do they include freshmen 4tld is it satisfactory?
Tom duPont:
every way.

There is no college which compares with Rollins, in

S

4•

Dr. Wavelli Twenty-one oolleges were studied and reduced to twelve.
It would help a _g,r:-eat deal if we did have some idea of what some
places similar to Rollins do. The question is are there any other
places? It would help us to know how thi!>,gS work there.
Linda Long: Other girls who visit other oampuaes oome back and eay
they didn't have any hours and why can't we do this here? They are
very general. Syracuse has monitors who stay up all night and look
and unloek the door. I eaid, trWould you be willing to wait up all
night waiting for someone to come in?" . They possibly might not oome
in at all. The girls are enthralled with the freedom. This is
the undel:'current--the freedom to use the privilege--the privilege
of freedom of choice to use visitation privileges.
Randy Robbins:

The individual loses out--the majority_ gets the rule.

Tom duPont: This is just an extension of hours. In Syracuse, men
are not: allowed in women's dorms. Soro:r,ity and fraternity hous"s are
owned by the dorms, not by the university. It is not in the same
cl&ss as Rollins.
Patty MoCrary: I am very familiar with Hanover College, Hanover,
Indiana. They have much the same of everything aa Rollins. They
have a very limited set-up of visitation opera.ting solely on we,ekends.
They have had a minimum of p~oblems, inoluding f~eshmen and upper
olass, sororities and fraternitia•s .
·
Dr. Epley: Are counselors required to be present?
that is neoessa~y?

Do you think

Patty Mccrary: I would feel te'.t'ribly oonfined if I had to stay in
my dorm every hour of the day.
Linda Longz The stud8nt is mature enough to thl"OW someone out and
not make the counselor do it.
DI'. Wav-ell:

What ~e the proportions who would?

Linda Long:

The majo~ity of my floo~.

w•

Billy Riah: Another thing is that with an Open House
have had.
the visitors would be just on the weekends. However, the fresbmen
have had the ahanoe to have Open House, but one was never followed
up because of lack of interest.
Dr. Wavell:

Why would they be so interested then?

Billy Rioh: They are not interested.
oorr•lled and screamed at.

D~. Bo~nell:
Bill?

They have been pushed,

Do you feel the freshmen arie very muoh behind this

I 6.5' LI

Billy Rich: Not behind the principle of it. They don't know what
The person who signs it signs just beeauae everyone else

it is.
does.

Tom duPont: In New Hall all it takes for open House is a majority
vote. They are open every other weekend. To my knowledge there
was a splurge and counselors were required to be there and then the
whole thing fades off. They get tired of ookee and reoords. You
are inviting any kind of liquor and drinking in. I d()n't say it
will happen 100% of the time.
1
Randy Robbins: Then counselors would stop bei~g oounselors and
start be-ing policemen.
James Bird: Tc what extent will Visitation be used if it is passed?
I think 1 t is something that ia needed for natural invironment and
I do not feel it will be used oonsistently. There is a ehance of
problems from liquor.
Dr. Burnett: All through the hearings we have seen what we are
seeing today. The Bill was pushed strongly when there was a lack
of interest in the Bill. What is this a step ~owards--more hours
for women?
Randy Robbins:

This is what I have heard.

Dr. Burnett: ••••••·•·•••·•a change whiQh would approach a campus
whioh is autonomous.
Randy Robbins:

Dr. Burnett:

The freshmen speak in general terms.

You mean the freshmen are used by upperclassmen for

this?

Randy Robbins:
say that.

I didn't say it that way.

I suppose you could

Dr. Burnett:

Placee which have visitation do not use it much,

DX'. Bonnellt

Open House is not used very much.

Dr. Burnett:

This is true.

Bob Wolfe:

On Open House not being used--when there was one at Eliza~

beth Hall-Randy Robbins:

There was a minimum of participation.

Bob Wolfe: In regard to floor partiea--they petered out. It was
guite a hassle to get them t9 stay on oam~us to decorate dorms and
l5e formal. After once or twice interest <lies.

16:1

Dr. Wavell: There !s nothing that says anywhere in 4ny regulation
that you have to do this. You need a 2/3 's vote and those who
want to be theI'e will be the:r::'e and anyone who wants to visit will
visit. Why oantt you use th.is this way? Is it so diffieult:?
Bob Wolf'e; Yes, fix,st you have to have a majority pPesent. The
unit w,,i,ll vote on having a unit party.~•••a. gathet'ing; in order for
a unit to have women in the unit en tha weekend you have to have a
2/3 vote of the unit.
Dr. Wavell:

I am wondering whether you have explored the rules

well enough to know if you are using it prioperly.

Bob Wolfe: You hav~ no ftioblem. getting a majority vote but have
problems getting a majority there.
D;r~

Wa'.'vell:

(After reading alc:>ud the rules on Open House)--It saye

nothin!, no-thinf about 2/3 bGing 2:i:-ese,nt.
mod!fi d the x-ues to work this out.

It seam.a you oou_ld have

Tom duPont:

'I'his is a teehnioality.

Dti. Wavell:
cheQked.

This is something the Lower House oould easily have

It could be worked at'ound.

Dr. Burnett, I am wondering if the Student Deans would have _gone
along with the Visitation Bill so easily.

Dr. Wavell:

:r:t has never been tx,ied.

Tom duPont: There has never before been a move fo~ freshmen to have
anything else but a party in New Hall. The freshmen said they would
like to have visitation on weekends. They already have it on weekends and don't realize it.

Dr. Wavell: This is anothe:r> point-.... you could have had a limited
visitation if you had applied it the ~ight way under existing laws.
Why didn't you do this? The.re has been a tactical error here.
Dr. Epley=

These people here have not been 2'esponsible for it,

Jan Zeltnka: The people behind the bill want the right to come at
any time- ....not one Sttnday every 2 weeks, eta.
----,
D~. Wavell:
theyfdon•t use th~ rights they have now. aski~g
fo~ further r4ghts (s rather dubious.

;r

¼,

Jan Zelenka: I agree--not many students tiake advantage. I didn't
have <:>ne single etudent in the f$ll term take advantage of it.

V

Dr. Wav ll: If you h ve visitation your rooms will look~ little
bett r. With the ~xisting rules you could turn it into visitation.
You would have h d a onance to try visitation on that basis if you
really had be n interested and would have had a muo'h b 1:tel:' id a of
how it worked out.

Dr. Bonnell: Do you believe that if Op n Hou e wou1d ha.V$ been
utoml!ttic every week nd would it have be4n u ed more often?

D~. Epl y,

counts.

I wonder if the f~equ nay ot the us

of the policy

Dr. Burnett: Everyone of intelligent age f ls strongly about the
right t:o make decisions. You want to d cide and l'lot the Student
D an

and the Colleg •

-

Dr-. Wavell: On what Dr. Burnett sai<:1, I realize th& atudenta would
lik to fe l theit thy have a right to ehoo e fot' themselvea and
the bi~l is being put forth in such a way u to giv them th ~ight.
Th only thing ls that tud nt. --•vsrybody--obviou ly hould hav _
as muoh freedom a& pos ible to make thei~ d cisions. Th que tion
ari es do you int rfere with other people at alll-•If each house
makes up its own mind? The students on the oounoil had not even
thought if thi plan will b~ing l gal difficult! a to th Colleg.
This oould bring l gal problems to the College.

in a

»~.

Freedom 1

cting

sponsibl way.

Epleys
(1) set an

I don't see how you ean teach re ponsibility, You must
xample~ (2) give th person a chance to mak a choice.

DX'. Wa.vell: It mak
it •xtNm ly difficul~ toke p ta.bs on what
is happening. W 've
en all through the rights _of stud nt not
to be disturbed, &tc. On oampua you are living in a community.
You don •t want unn$.e ssary restrictions but you n
if the:re are necessary ~estriotiona.

d to det rinine

D~. Bonnell: I agr,ee with Dr. Epley--there are Op•n Mou
tion whioh hampe~ it use.

N

trie-

D~. onnell: The next question is, Po yo~ believe if th fv~ bmen
would be included in the bill~ WQuld ther b more pol.icing ne:e s ry?
If so, what kind, done by the College or by the stud nt?
Dr~ Wav ll: Mr. Triemen•s a.ttitud was tha.t tbi 6thEle.t of paper- ..
1:hia paragraph ...-was too vague to give a legal op-inion on .. I put
eom questions to him, such as--if someone wande~& into gi~l's dorm
and htll'ta hei- and her pa,ttents u th Coll gf'J and t-.ko 'the a e
to aourt--the eout't ay what provisions do you hav. The court look•
into the rules and finds that people can wand :tt in and put. The
eas is lmost :px,eju(/.ged,. .rid awarded o the par nts. 'X.f the students
want to have sexu l J.ntercou.rse. th•y oan go to t:he back of a oar
or to the grpve • Legally, thi is not 'the point. The poi:rl't is• if
it happen& on campus and if the p rent sues th college, then supervisory conditions~ taken into account.

llo.s X
8.

Dr. Epley:

What is the situation today?

Dr. Wavell: The legal situation today isn't very good. But under
visitation i~ would be worsa. The Student Dean.a :i:tealize they've
got to do something. There is a deg:vee of supervision and it de-· pende on the ooux,ts how muoh more would be neoessary. Mr. Triemen
would have to tell us how rnuoh more is needed.

Tom duPont:

In reference to policing in New Hall--the idea is

that freshmen take very muoh oare of themselves~ &y opening up
visitation, counselors would be there moN and ye~ would l:>e creating

policemen .. You would need a man on 'the floor to inspeo't damage to
dorms and oheok (OOnsumption of alcohol and dz,ugs as well ..

D-r-. Epley:

Is there mere than one counselor in a dorm?

Gi-rls from Eliza.beth Hall answ-ere-d yes.

Joar,.ne Burroughs: Back to the legality-~l pereon to 160 girls-•
something happens and the College is sued-~this would be· n$gligence?
Impossible for one person to be responsible for l50 persons .and
what could happen.
D~, Wavell: The ju-dge would have to deoide whether reasonable pre ...
oautions had been taken.

Epley: Have a s~gn-in system and each person brirging a _guest
sign in ~he . guest and sign them out.

D.r .

Tom duPont :

A sign-in sy tem would partly allevia:t?e problems.

Dx-. Bu,:mett t It is a paradox to me to talk about maturity and than
talk about su-pet•vimdon. You arie talking a.bout a pi,oteetive thing.

f!!

this point

6V8EfO~e

aare~d.

Dr. Wavell: Another thing I took up with the lawyer, Mr. Trismen;
is what rights do the students have in their rooms at Rollins. They
rent their rooms . The~e is a college law on this.
Supervision goes with more tragia things .....but with
simple things lik:e study, with four people in one ro0in,, and four people
in the next--th.ey don't realize how loud voices . get.

Randy Robbins t

Dr. Wavell: This is governed by law. You have a legal right not
to be disturbed. A student r.lOUld sue the College on this.
Dr> .. Epley :

Can you go next door and ask them to be qui.et?

Randy Robbins:

They will not do it.

Billy Rich: The fact that someone is there to supervise•-they
know that someone in authority is there.

9.

Linda Long:

There arie supposed to be quiet hours for study.

Dr. Bonnell:
they?

fil.

Quiet hou~s would overlap visitation hours, wouldn't

~greed~~ point.

Dr. Bonnell:

Quiet hours would have to be changed.

Tom duPont: They shouldn't be ohang d--it would require that counelors ask all to be quiet. The College is responsible for giving
students
ahanoe to study.

DP. Bonnell:

The next question is:

Do you believe that grades of

ifreshmen would be affeoted adversely?

Randy Robbins;
with it,.

Only at first--people will learn how to cooperate

Bob Wolfe2 Another thing--viaitation may have more peopl
around the sohool.

staying

Tom duPont: It would be very difficult for a freshman to set~le
down and study. Most fraternities require that a student study
and achieve a certain level.

Next question: In view of the fact that Rollins' social oode is based
on the prinoiple of graduated responsibility and freedom, do you
think that this principle provides a reason for confining visitation
to upperolas men?
Linda Long: It is the freshn~n who have the problems. Not too
many freshmen have oars or have the means to ge1? off campus unless
they ave dating the upperclassmen.
Dr. Bonnell: Do you believe that the freshmen should be inoluded
in this Visitation Plan?

Linda Long:

Yes.

Dr. Wavell:

We've. got it that the freshmen men are mainly interested

Linda Long:

Yes.

Tom duPont:

There is a oase for _gradua~ed responsibility.

in this.

Randy Robbins;

How do you work that out for Inqependent Men and

Women?

Tom duPont:

You'd have to include sophomores, juniors, and seniors.

Dr. _Wavell: If you had no visitation for freshmen, they could still
visit upp~rolassmen in thei~ dorms. You could control it in their
own dorms, but not in other dorms. It is the freshmen men who would

have the p'JN!>blem.

10.

Dr. Burnett: My oonae,rn over the visitation fs ..... ia thiei well within
the Rollins thing? Are we going baok in a oyole? I think this is
the oase-~with rush we have been back and forth. Sometimes I think
you have not been oompletely honest in saying what you want tor fear
of not getting it.
Linda Long:

It is almost lil<:e discrimination against freshmen.

Dr. Burnett: They are less mature~
maturity aan handle.
Dr. Bonnell:

We are _giving to maturity what

We are having deferred rush--why not defer~ed visitation?

Dr. Burnett: We could know by that time if you oould handle it
and whether to continue.
Bob Wolfe:

If visitation was implemented this year--if not implemen-

ted until next year- ... wouldn 't the College be oonoern·erl where the

parents would send theiti children, knowing ot visitation?

Dr. Wavell: Yes--that would be much be-tier tpn the May 8th sort
of thing. If it's a majority rule on which par•ni:s have strong feelings, it is not wise to change in midstream.
·
Tom duPont: Students do not underetand the legal problems., Som thing should be printed up so that the students und t'stand the I'easons.
'Xhey do not know about legal p~oblems, parental problems, etc.
Dr. Wavellt One Qourse of action taken could be--this thing should
have been researched by the Lower Houee. The students themselves
admitted the thing had not been properly researched and oonsidered.
It might ba sent back to the Lower House to be properly res .a.rQh,
for implementation of safeguards, etc. It would take time~-by that
time, it would be too late.
Tom duPont: Point out the faot that the objection is not to the
plan but to the method.
Dr. Wavell: Stacey and some of his oompanions have whipped up
exoi'tement among the students. Now, how are we to inform them?
Tom duPonti Could we make a reporit to students on information fxiom
the Committee~~to get them the information--get together the Student
Legislature and inform them of your findings.
It would be up to the Student Government to do thi.s,,
Stacey, himself, agrees to this.

Dr. Bonnell;

Tom duPont:. The im~assioned student doean 't know Staeey has b oome
unsure of his own bill.

11.
Dr. Wavell: After all, the Lower House has raised this whirlwind;
isn't it their responsibility?
Dr. Burnett: There will be a Special Faculty Meeting Monday at
which time we will deliver a formal report on our findings and
recommendations.
Tom duPont: I think you are setting a dangerous precedent. There
may be faculty present who disagree. Can you give a separate report
to the students and to the faculty?
Dr. Bonnell: To what extent would the Plan have the effect of applying group pressures on individual) students to behave in ways in
which, if they were left to themselves, they would prefer not
to behave?
'11 0m duPont:

Haven't we already covered this--when one student .
wants to stuo.y in his room, eto.?
./ / /
,I
D:ri. Burnett: We have said something about this in Elizabeth Hall-if a girl did not want something she would not speak up against
a roommate's desire. Is this the case in Elizabeth Hall?
Randy Robbins: It depends on who speaks out _first.--If a freshman
wants to change roommates, it has to be a four way agreement in
Elizabeth Hall now. This is very difficult. Something would have
to be said about it to the parents,

Randy · Robbins: How can you accept that before you get here? What
kind of question could you put on the form that would cover the
situation?
Dr. Bonnell: I think we have covered most of the questions.
you very much for coming. The meeting is adjourned.

Recorded by Grace Barfield

Thank

Faculty ad hoc Committee on Visitation
FINAL REPORT

I.

The Committee conducted fact-finding meetings with the Deans of
Student Affairs, Student Government Members, Fraternity and Soror-

ity Pre:;,idents, leading Independents, and the Student Counselors.

The

Committee also obtained the views of President McKean and Dean Hill, and
the legal opinion of the College attorney, Mr. Trismen.

Since the meetings with the three student groups lasted for many hours and
their Minutes run close to forty pages, the Committee thought it would be
helpful to the Faculty to review some of the more important points brought
out at the meetings.

As the main arguments in support of the Visitation Plan students brought
out that they would be afforded an opportunity to study in the privacy of
their own room with a member of the opposite sex, listen to records, and
get to know and understand each other better.

Tom duPont, who seemed most objective in his assessment, felt that it
would orient students to the campus rather than going to the beaches or off
campus apartments.

The fact that the principle of Visitation was present in the Open-Open
House policy was brought out by Dr. Wavell.

An extension of the principle

with certain definite guidelines (e.g., week-end ho~rs to 12 :45) seemed to
be acceptable to most students.

The difference between the so-called
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partying atmosphere 11 of the existing Open-Open House policy, due to the re-

quirement that two-thirds of the residence hall b.e present, as against the
more individual Visitation was brought out.

The latter was favored by most

students, since it afforded a more genuine and natural atmosphere.

It became clear that the legal problems were not researched at all.

In fact,

the inadequate research and preparation of the Bill in general was unanimously admitted by all students.

A trial period of some 6 - 8 weeks, and an evaluation of the experimental
period by Resident Heads, Faculty, and others concerned was accepted by all
students.

In fact, a trial period is proposed by the Bill.

tion, Dr. Wavell asked:

11

In this connec-

D0 you anticipate what points might produce dif-

ficulties and where changes might have to be made?"

In response, the added

problems of freshmen counselors were brought out both by Bob Wolfe and
Tom duPont.

Again, the desirability of a

11

sign-in and sign-out 11 procedure

was mentioned as well as having every male brought in escorted by a female
of her House.

Other safeguards , such as combination locks, and an 11apartment system 11
(press button from downstairs and talk to those inside) were mentioned as
possibilities.

On the question of parents 1 opinions, Steve Johnston said that a questionnaire was sent to the parents of the coeds, and the trend of the survey
indicated that the parents were against visitation.

The Student Government

was, according to Steve , not aware of the parents' feelings.
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The feelings of the pareni:s of coeds also seemed reflected among the sorority representatives as well as among femal e members of the Student Government.

In general , they were more critical of the Bill than the boys.

The question of safeguarding the rights of Independents who are living in
Greek houses was brought up.

Here the suggestion was made by Jane Carrison

to have a 2/3 majority rather than a simple majority.

The present Bill pro-

vides that each residence shall legislate its visitation hours with a simple
majority of all members.

The point was brought out that the Open-Open Housing Bill was not much used.
Why extend it then?
by replying:

11

Bill B:ieoorbach reflected the students' point of view

Right of choice, to choose if necessary. 11

Witzleben put it:

11

Or, as Larry

The fact is that the privilege is allowed in case the

student wants to use it . 11 Also, Linda Long agreed with

11

the privilege of

freedom of choice to use Visitation privileges.u

The question of whether the principle of gradated responsibility and freedom,
already accepted in the Rollins Social Code, provides a reason for confining
visitation to Sophomores , Juniors, and Seniors, was discussed.

The Student

Government members all agreed the Bill should not apply to Freshmen.

Others

were largely in favor of including Freshmen, possibly with a kind of "deferred visitation. 11

In response to a question how a Visitation plan works in comparable colleges,
Patty Mccrary mentioned Hanover College, Hanover, Indiana, apparently quite
similar to Rollins.

They have, according to Patty, a very limited set-up of

(

visitation operating solely on weekends, and they have had a minimum of problems, although Freshmen and upper class, sororities and fraternities, all were
included.

Dr. Epley asked her:
that is necessary?"

nAre counselors required to be present?
Patty replied:

n1

Do you think

would feel terribly confined if I

had to stay in my dorm every hour of the day." And Linda Long commented:
11

The student is mature enough to throw someone out and not make the counse-

lor. do it."

Dr. \.vavell pursued the matter further, asking:

the proportions who would?" And Linda replied:

"What are

nThe majority on my floor."

The point was made by several students, especially Counselors, that the
Freshmen probably don I t know what the Bill is all about.

The potential

problem of liquor, and the fact that "counselors would stop being counselors
and start being policemen,n was mentioned (Randy Robbins).

Most students

thought , however, that grades of Freshmen would not be affected by Visitation, except perhaps at first.

Bob Wolfe felt that, on the contrary, Visi-

tation would keep more students staying around the school.

The point was made by a Committee member that if there were no visitation
for Freshmen, they could still visit upperclassmen in their dorms.
could control it in their own dorms, but not in other dorms.

You

It is the

Freshmen men who would have the problem.

Since the present princ:iple of Open-Open House applies to Freshmen as well,
the feeling of the Committee is that Freshmen should not be excluded from
Visitation except perhaps initially along the lines of a Deferred Rush>
provided of course the Bill is otherwise acceptable.
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Questions as to how students' legal right not to be disturbed unduly would
be safeguarded, how the Bill would affe ct fund-raising potentials and the
admission policy of the College were all no·i: answered satisfactorily.

The

problems were not adequately investigated.

In general, the feeling among students was that no additional security
forces were needed on account of Visitation.

What policing needs to be

done should be left up to the Resident Heads.

In conclusion, almost all students felt that the Bill needed modification.
Maria Dubourt favored "gradation within rules.
less red tape,tr

More Open-Open Houses with

Steve Johnston also favored gradated system of visitation

starting with sophomores, and visitation on men I s side of the campus only,
Tom duPont felt that the Bill ttshould be modified , that H was poorly researched and any change of the school policy should be very thoroughly
investigated. 11 A. Margonis also agreed that "we have not resolved difficulties. 11

II.

In the light of all the testimony presented the Committee recommends
that

1)

the Faculty does not approve House Bills,1 64 ancl~S on Visitation
Privileges.

2)

if the House wish to submit another Visitation Bill through proper
channels, they should insure that the Bill incorporates sections
covering the following points:
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a)

The legal rights of the College, parents, and individual students.

b)

Plans for insuring the rights to privacy of individual students.

c) Adequate machinery for evaluating an experimental period.
d)

Adequate procedures for insuring the security of dormitories and
houses.

e) Adequate safeguarding of minority rights in student housing.

III. All necessary changes in rules and procedures should be presented at
the same time.
In preparing the Bill, it is suggested that the House take account of the
following:
1) Parental opinions.
2) Effect on admissions.
3) Effect on fund-raising.
4) Cost of implementation.
5) Operation of comparable plan in comparable educational institutions.
6) Effect on academic and social climate.
7) Effect on other student rules and regulations, and codes governing
student life.
The Committee will be happy to discuss any matters pertaining to Visitation
Privileges with interested student, faculty, and/or staff.
Respectfully submitted,
Dr. Burnett
Dr. hlavell
Dr. Epley
Miss Mack
Dr. Bonnell, Chairman.
Minutes of meetings on file.
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March 28, 1969

Minutes of the Faculty 1968-1969

The seventh, a special meeting of the Rollins College
Faculty of 1968-1969 was held at 4:20 p.m., Monday,
March 31, 1969, in Crurnmer Auditorium. President
McKean presided.
The following members of the Faculty were present:
Arnold, Car 1
Ayala, Anne
Beall, Elizabeth
Blossey, Erich
Bonnell, Peter
Bowers, John
Brockman, Thomas
Burnett, Carol
Cochran, George
Cohen, Edward
Conway, David
Darrah, Theodore
Dorsett, Wilbur
Draper, Evelyn
Duer, Margaret
Epley, David
Evans, A. Ross
Gallo, William
Granberry, Edwin
Hallam, HalJ. ie
Hamilton, John
Hamilton, rTuriel
Hansen, Alice

H9ylor, Ada
Hellwege, Herbert
Hicks, Fred
Hill, Donald
Hitchens, David
Howden, Sara
Jarnigan, Peggy
Juergens, Robert
Justice, Joseph
Klappert, Peter
Koontz, Leah
Larsen, George
Levis, R. Barry
Mack, Virginia
Mac Pherson, James
McKean, Hugh
:Meisel, Harry
Hiller, Elinor
Naleway, Ralph
Neil, Alice
Olsen, George
Phillips, Jean
Richard, David

Rosazza, Ross
Ross, John
Roth, Raymond
Saute, George
Scheer, Edward
Schneider, 1,Jilliam
Sedwick, Frm k
Skidmore, Alexandra
Smith, Rhea
Smith, Rufus
Stabell, Richard
Stadt, Bessie
Stone, Wendell
Terrett, Lynn
Vestal, Paul
vJavell, Bruce
Felsh, CharJe s
l:ettstein, A. Arnold
"Wilson, :Marsha 11
Windham, L. Frank
Wolfe, Richard
Woodbury, Ward
Zilius, Valys

Students Robert Glass and Anastassios Margaronis were
present.
The purpose of the special meeting was to consider
the report of the ad hoc cormnittee established at the
March 10 faculty meeting to study the proposed visitation
bill.
Mr. Bonnell read a letter from Mr. Richard Trismen,
the College attorney, expressing· the opinion. that the legal
implications of the proposed legislation was insufficiently
researched.
Nr. Bonnell then presented the report of the ad hoc
committee, which has been distributed, and made the following motions :

Page 2.
House bills on
visitation privileges not approved
Guidelines for
House if a new
Bill is prepared

First: That the Faculty does not approve House Bills
;rl64 and ;/165 on Visitation Privileges.
Second: That if the House wish to submit another
Visitation Bill through proper channels, they should insure
that the Bill incorporates sections covering the following
points:
a)

The legal rights of the College, parents, and
individual students.

b)

Plans for insuring the rights to privacy of
individual students.

c ) Adequate machinery for evaluating an experimental
period.
d)

Adequate procedures for insuring the security of
dormitories and houses.

e)

Adequate safeguarding of minority rights in
student housing.

Both motions were seconded and carried.
The Cormnittee also recommended that all necessary changes in
rules and proced· res should be presented at the same time as
any new Bill.
1

In preparing the Bill, the Committee suggested that the
House take account of the following:

1) Parental opinions.
2 ) Effect on admissions.
3 ) Effect on fund-raising.
L. ) Cost of implementation.
5) Operation of comparable plan in comparable educational
institutions.
6 ) Effect on academic and social climate.
7) Effect on other student rules and regulations and
codes ~overning student life.

Faculty-Administration Committee
to study procedures

Mr. Wavell emphasized the i mportance of the establishment of thorough and proper procedures to be followed in the
study of any legislation upon which a stay has been placed
in the Student-Faculty Administration Council and moved that
the Faculty Administration Committee direct its attention to
this matter. The motion was seconded and carried.
President McKean reminded the Faculty of the 3:30
Wednesday meetings in his office for discussion of problems
on an informal basis.
The Faculty adjourned at
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5:15

p.m.

Richard s. Wolfe
Secretary of the Faculty

